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INSTRUCTOR/GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT CLASS OBSERVATION FORM 

This form is to be completed by a WRD mentor/administrator assigned to visit the TA/Instructor’s class.  The TA/Instructor should 
read and sign the drafted observation and offer any written response. Once the form is finalized, one copy should be placed in the 
TA/Instructor’s file in the department. 

 
TA/Instructor Travis Martin Class Topic/Text Introduction to Speech 1 

WRD  Observer Beth Connors-Manke TA’s Supervisor  

Semester (F, Sp, Su) F YR 11 Date Observed 9.23.11 Course # WRD 
110 

 

Instructor Is: X Type 1: Graduate Teaching Assistant  

 Type 2: Full Time Instructor (FTI) 

 Type 3: Part Time Instructor (PTI) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Evaluate the TA/Instructor's performance on the following criteria according to the general guidelines provided. For each 
criterion, check the box indicating the statement that best characterizes the TA/Instructor’s performance. 
 
■ Management 

X Uses a wide range of activities to appeal to various learning styles through a balance of lecture, small groups, independent 
work, etc. Uses time efficiently. Successfully navigates class dynamics to insure quality instruction. 

 Utilizes a fair range of activities to appeal to various learning styles. Time is used effectively, though some minor time issues 
may be apparent. Is able, when confronted, to navigate class dynamics to insure quality instruction. 

 Uses a narrow range of class room activities. Time management is a problem (ending early, starting late). Class dynamics 
interfere with quality instruction. 

 Major problems with activity variety, time management, and navigating class dynamics to insure quality instruction. 

 
■ Helpfulness to Students 

X Appears to actively seek ways and opportunities to be helpful. Actively inquires about potential points of confusion, can 
readily provide satisfactory answers/responses to student’s questions/challenges. 

 Appears helpful and receptive when approached. Provides answers/responses to student’s questions/challenges. 

 Answered questions from students but did not appear to welcome them. Seems defensive if responding to student 
questions/challenges. 

 Appeared to discourage questions and/or belittles or berates questioner. Does not answer/respond to student’s 
questions/challenges. 

 
■ Knowledge 

X Appears excellent 

 Appears quite good, but hindered by lack of background knowledge of this particular subject 

 Appears ineffective due to lack of knowledge. 

 Ineffective because of lack of effort and/or interest to master subject. 

 
■ Communication Skills 

X Appears highly effective, explained difficult concepts well, could function independently. 

 Appears effective, explained most concepts well, needed little follow-up. 

 Appears to have some problems communicating, explains most topics to some extent but requires frequent follow-up. 
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 Appears very ineffective, cannot handle responsibilities requiring student interaction. 

■ Ability to Engage Students with Course Content 

 Readily engaged students effectively and placed proper emphasis on important points. 

X Engaged students with material in a comprehensive, organized fashion. Some important points not stressed/elaborated 
enough. (See “lackluster” comment below.) 

 Engaged students or presented material to students but not always within a proper context. 

 Did not engage students successfully or present material well to students. 

 
■ Professionalism (meets responsibilities and deadlines, is fair and impartial, has appropriate interactions with students,   
    is appropriately prepared and punctual) 

X Appears very professional 

 Appears mostly professional, could use improvement in one or two minor areas such as 

 Appears marginally professional. Needs improvement in several minor or a major areas such as 

 Appears unprofessional. Needs major improvement in 

 

Summary of primary strengths observed: 
Travis presents himself in the classroom as a professional, organized, experienced, and supportive teacher. The lesson 
plan was meticulously structured, allowing the class time to listen to a student presentation on punctuation, take in a 
lecture which included a video clip, have group discussion, and then a participate in a small group activity that could be 
used as invention material for the students’ upcoming speeches. It was masterfully done, and well-managed. During all 
of this, Travis affirmed students’ ability to succeed in their work. Very impressive was his ability to tie various points of 
the class to earlier discussions, activities, and readings, which encouraged students to conceptually integrate all the 
work they have been doing in Travis’s class. 
 

Summary of suggested areas of improvement: 
From an observer’s point of view, the students sometimes seemed lackluster in their responses to questions posed by 
Travis during the lecture and in discussion. Travis pulled in humor from the video clip, which helped the energy of the 
class a bit. While it is hard for a teacher to prompt a higher level of energy from students, calling directly on students by 
name, and as a standard practice, may accelerate discussion. 
 
The bonus assignment which allows students to “teach” grammar to the rest of class is interesting in theory, but seemed 
ineffectual in this particular case. The student gave a punctuation convention, but the rest of the class did nothing to 
apply that principle; neither they, nor the speaker, seemed engaged with the presentation. These assignments may work 
better as interventions for specific pieces of writing, such as rough drafts of their papers. 

 
TA/Instructor’s Comments/Response 
(NOTE: TA/Instructor’s signature below is required by WRD and indicates that the TA/Instructor has read and 
understood his/her evaluation; it is not an indicator of approval. The TA/Instructor should use the following space to 
offer any general comments regarding the observation, or of agreement or disagreement, and continue in an 
attachment if needed.) 
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Class Observer: ______________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 
Instructor/TA: _______________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 


